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Theme proposal to the Pufendorf Institute for Advanced Studies, Lund University    

 

EXPERT: The radiation safety expert in a post-trust era  
 

This theme proposal focuses on identifying future research that is urgent for the public understanding 

and perception of radiation safety, the expert role in risk communication and as a sense-maker, and the 
expert role in a complex and multivocal information arena. 

Radiation safety is an emergent question. The climate crises have brought this issue to the fore 

as nuclear power is claimed to be a low or no-carbon energy solution. The commitment on energy 

from 2016 assumes that the goal for Sweden is to have one hundred percent renewable energy by 2040. 
Political parties have recently broken the commitment with the argument that existing nuclear power 

needs to be safeguarded and a roadmap for new nuclear power technology must be developed. The 

issue of nuclear power, including the consequences of accidents, has the potential to become a 
controversial and highly debated issue(i,ii,iii,iv,v). Recent public opinion polls show that the acceptance 

of nuclear power has increased to the highest level ever. Regardless of the debate in Sweden, nuclear 

power increases in a global perspective and power plants are being built and put into operation in 

countries bordering Sweden. Consequences of large-scale accidents such as Chernobyl in 1986 and 
Fukushima Dai-ichi in 2011, are still prevalent and despite fifty years with nuclear power there is no 

political consensus on how to solve the nuclear waste issue. 

Nevertheless, radiation has many useful functions in society. One example is the wide use of 
diagnostic radiology and its key importance for modern medical care.  In many countries, 

mammography and computed tomography (CT) screening programs of the public have been addressed 

and hotly debated(vi, vii,viii). The European Spallation Source (ESS) is another example of a nuclear 
facility that is beneficial to research community but will raise concern regarding its potential 

radiological consequences to the surrounding environment(ix). The issue of non-proliferation of nuclear 

arms has been used as an argument against the current form of uranium based nuclear fuel(x,xi,xii). Also 

naturally occurring radiation such as the indoor radon in houses and the working environment for 
uranium miners, has a room in the public awareness(xiii). 

The ever growing use of radiation on a global scale has led more people than ever being 

involved in or confronted with radiation exposures, which poses a challenge to the radiation safety 
expertise, since biological effects of radiation is relatively complex(xiv,xv), and outside direct perception. 

But who then are the experts forming this expertise? Traditionally an expert has been seen as someone 

with science-based knowledge. Formal qualifications in terms of technical competence and skills are 
defined both internationally(xvi) and through national regulations(xvii). However, the wide spread use of 

radiation and the embeddedness in advanced technological systems mean that radiation safety involves 

a multitude of actors (or so-called stakeholders) among the public as well as within industries and 

organisations, which all have different interests in this issue. The ultimate decision on the application 
of radiation thus involves radiologists, general practitioners, engineers, oncologists, reactor physicists, 

military experts, geologists, ecologists, sociologists, economists, among others. 

Moreover, in today’s media landscape, the possibilities to manifest one’s own opinions and 
beliefs have resulted in new voices and competition for attention and trust. The division between 

senders and receivers is no longer meaningful as the roles are blurred. Connectedly, norms, values and 

narratives spread and take root at an unprecedented speed, creating sub-cultures across political 

borders and socio-demographic layers.  
 

Aim and focus 
The aim of the proposed theme is to through an interdisciplinary approach explore the role of scientific 

experts in a political and social context with specific focus on radiation safety experts. To meet this 

aim we will focus on the diversified use and perceptions of radiation in our society and explore the 

relations and intersections between different experts on a complex information arena, in order to 
identify urgent knowledge gaps for future research.   

As mentioned previously the radiation safety expert role is of special interest given that the 

ambitious climate goals set up by the international community will make the topic of radiation safety 
re-enter the political agenda and public debate. In addressing the challenges of this issue, it is crucial 

to work with, rather than against, the inherent complexity of radiation safety. Actors (stakeholders), 

including organisations, experts and decision makers are often conflicted as there are trade-offs 
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between different values and goals. In response to constantly changing knowledge, technology, and 

values, the actors and stakeholders find themselves having to modify and expand their roles. It is thus 

under these conditions the “impartial scientific expert” is expected to perform. 
To grasp the complexity of the radiation safety expert role, and of scientific experts in general, 

we have formed a group of scientists from five faculties at Lund University, representing different 

disciplines. By using a multidisciplinary approach in the scope of our literature surveys and in joint self-
reflections from our own experience, we hope to identify interdisciplinary studies that provide a more 

comprehensive understanding of the scientific expert role and its status in terms of trust and influence 

in a multivocal information society. 

 

Previous research on the role of radiation expert  
The role of and challenges of expertise is acknowledged in science, not least by Beck(xviii) and 
Giddens(xix) who describe our time as characterized by complexity, risk, uncertainty, and urgency. This 

leads to a situation characterized by a plurality of rationalities and knowledge where the scientific 

expert is challenged. In contrast, a more relational view on expertise, emphasizes the becoming of an 

expert, i.e. focusing on how an expert is made through social negotiations among actors addresses how 
the expert is constructed. With this approach the “content” of the expertise is of less interest. Another 

perspective on expertise acknowledge the role of knowledge, as it is believed that it is the knowledge 

acquired through training and practice that distinguishes an expert from a non-expert. Within this 
approach a distinction is thus made between expert knowledge and expert status. Consequently, 

communities of expertise and their relation to different actors can be problematized. In the proposed 

theme the communication is in focus and a fruitful approach is to focus on the societal expectations of 

using plain language for communication with citizens and other stakeholders in order to facilitate and 
democratize communication. Plain language means e.g. considering how to express the purpose and 

the message in an efficient and understandable way. One of the aims of plain language is to “take pride 

in the everyday language”, which might conflict with complex content and words in certain risk 
communication. 

Moreover, studies within radiation safety show that just letting the expertise communicate the 

outcome of a risk assessment based on scientific arguments will not be sufficient to reach a more 
profound understanding among the stakeholders. Instead risk assessment must be accompanied with 

risk management, and to create a dialog between the expertise and counter parties, and to prepare the 

expertise to be able to also discuss values rather than facts(xx,xxi,xxii) . Verweij et al., 2006(xxiii) argue that 

people tend to perceive the world according to a few different logics but public debates around an issue 
tend to be limited to one of these logics. They further claim that successful solutions tend to consist of 

combinations of those various ways of understanding i.e. “clumsy solutions”. 

In the proposed theme, the challenges for an expert are contextualized to radiation safety that 
has not been explored in a Swedish context. The development of new organizations, new interests, and 

new roles for scientists and experts—and, accordingly, new and different kinds of science is explored 

and problematized. The complex relations and interactions between different specialized experts, from 
technical experts to influencers or artists are taken into consideration. It includes a holistic perspective 

as well as a so-called inside perspective as some of the researchers in the current proposal also serve 

as formally appointed radiation safety experts. 

 

The activities and research within the theme 
The overarching theme is structured around three sub-themes that address particular aspects that 

have been identified as crucial to attain a multi- and interdisciplinary understanding of the challenges 
of the radiation protection expert. Within each subtheme, about 3-4 weekly group meetings are 

appointed to discuss relevant research and literature. The meetings will offer opportunity for personal 

reflections based on the group members’ own previous experience in their expert roles. The weekly 
meetings are followed by a seminar, with one or more invited guests. Those seminars will be composed 

of a short briefing of the individual researcher’s reflections of the issues addressed in the sub-theme, 

presentations of invited guests with special relevance to the subtheme, and a general discussion. The 
discussions will be recorded and used later as a part of an anthology. When suitable, we will invite 

guests that are experts of some sort or from different stakeholder groups. Each subtheme will be 

concluded with a follow-up meeting of the seminar, where reflections on multidisciplinary work and 

implications for exploring the theme will be of particular focus. 
After the three sub-themes have been concluded the group will summon to a 2-day seminar on 
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challenges of the expert role in a multifaceted topic such as radiation safety. Topics and invited guest 

speakers will be chosen based mainly on the outcomes of the three previous sub-themes with special 

focus on relevant new knowledge that will require interdisciplinary approaches. 
  

Sub-theme 1. The current state of understanding radiation risk (December 2020) 
In this sub-theme the group will sketch how the present day use of radiation is perceived among the 
public and by authorities. The purpose is to understand the context in which a radiation expert, as well 

as other risk experts, are or should be acting. The motivation is that the global information society will 

innately push attention to specific threats, which get substantially more attention in terms of e.g. 
debate, political and celebrity statements, text memes, and political agendas. The following issues will 

be discussed: 

 How dangerous is radiation considered among the public compared to other acknowledged 

risks today? What does it mean when radiation is embedded in technology? How can radiation 
be approached as a wicked problem?  

 Will peoples concern and worry about new fears (e.g. climate change) tend to shift focus away 

from previous fears? Which are the discourses at stake? Which are the interdiscursive and 

intertextual relations? How have discourses changed? If so, what role does an expert have in 

periods of decreasing attention? What factors can potentially trigger an expert to inflate or 
deflate the risk attention in the media debate? 

 In some safety critical settings, accidents and incidents are rare.  Low frequency of hazardous 

events can sometimes be attributed to a long-term decrease in risk and safety awareness and 

an acceptance and normalization of risk behavior (drift into failure). In such settings, what 
function can the risk and safety expert have in overcoming this gradual drift in risk awareness 

and risk perception? 

 

Subtheme 2. Communicating radiation safety in a multivocal arena (February 2021)    
This sub-theme will focus on the communicative challenges experts, and in particular radiation safety 

experts, confronted with an arena where a plethora of information sources exists. This multivocal arena 
often deals with controversial and emotionally charged issues, such as nuclear waste deposits or 

justification of pediatric diagnostic imaging. The high stakeholder involvement results in a multitude 

of experts (self-proclaimed or formally educated) creating an environment where disjoint or even 

contradictory messages will compete with each other. How then does the expert create a sense of 
meaning(xxiv) when communicating with stakeholders (authorities, non-experts and the public)? The 

following issues will be discussed: 

 Who are the main influencers in terms of public awareness and public confidence regarding 

radiation risks? What are the impact of the traditional academic experts in terms of sense-
making compared with other experts, journalists or influencers? Which voices are heard in the 

discourses? 

 How is the credibility of an expert/authority in the stakeholder rich field of radiation safety 

created on individual or organizational levels? 

 What examples of conflicting views on radiation risks exist between experts and other 

mainstream influencers as well as journalists? Who is an expert for different stakeholders? 

Which world views dominate the debate and which are missing?  

 Due to the complexity described above, how should communication between experts and 

society be approached and managed? How should the needs of different target groups be met? 

Which are the challenges for plain language? 
A guest researcher of special relevance for this subtheme will be invited from St Petersburg institute 

of radiation hygiene (IRH) in Russia, (Artem Biblin). For the concluding seminar of this subtheme 

Johan Renck (Director of television series “Chernobyl”) will be invited. How is the portrayal of the 
accident management in this TV-series perceived by young experts today in Russian and by experts 

with actual firsthand experience of the Chernobyl accident?  

 

Subtheme 3: The role of the academic expert in post-trust society (April 2021)   
The third sub-theme is focused on the role of the individual expert, with special focus on formally 

appointed radiation safety experts: 

 In addition to formal requirements of an expert, what documented experience exists in the 
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literature on the expert role and the processes to attain authority, confidence and the capacity 

for creating meaning among stakeholders? How does that compare with our personal ones, 

based on our self-reflections as experts? 

 What personal responsibility in terms of providing information and sense of meaning does the 

individual expert have in a crisis compared to risk governance? How do formal experts relate 

and interact with strong influencers and informal authorities that may arise in crises? 

 What does the idea of “clumsy solution” imply for the understanding of the expert? 

 What is the ethical approach for an expert when faced with situations where decision makers 

follow values that are strongly in conflict with the expert’s sense of rationality?  
                               

2-day open seminar on experts in a post-trust era (April 2021)    
The team of researchers will summarize the activities in a seminar with invited speakers, and with a 
resume of the reflections made in the three sub-themes by the theme group. The program focuses on 

the understanding of the future role of radiation experts, including its multidisciplinary scientific, 

political and societal context. It will feature an interactive discussion with the audience and an 
opportunity for open self-reflection by the theme group and invited guests. These discourses will be 

recorded and used in the outcome of the theme.  

 

Final meeting (May 2021)  
A final meeting will take place to set the editorial and conceptual frames of an anthology, describing 

the outcomes of the activities of theme so far, including the input by the invited guest researchers and 
recorded discourses. Relevant research issues will be pinpointed with the intention to suggest future 

multi- and interdisciplinary research projects to increase the understanding of the multi-faceted and 

sometimes contradictory expectations the society poses on the expected role.  

 

Communication plan  
The theme will gradually build a network of academics acting as scientific experts and stakeholders 
working with scientific experts. The network will act as a reference group that can be used to get input 

on specific questions under the topics and spread information about activities, not the least for younger 

researchers for their future career. The work done in the theme will be communicated via the seminars 

arranged for each sub-theme, that will be open for academics as well as for guests. A two-day open 
seminar will be held in April 2021, with the ambition to serve as a meeting point for researchers and 

stakeholders (e.g. County Board of Administration from regions with nuclear power plants etc). The 

seminar will provide examples of research and be a forum for dialogue and knowledge sharing among 
the participants. 

The Pufendorf website for the theme will be the official window of the theme group and an 

entry point for stakeholders. Here we will present the theme and ongoing activities, the involved 

researchers and their expertise, press releases, seminars, events and short films. We will also link to 
social media and other websites at the university. Researchers will take active part in public debate, 

both in traditional and social media where relevant and highlight issues relating to proposed theme. 

The main outcomes of this theme will be published in an anthology, with an electronic version 
available online. The anthology will also include aforementioned audio-visual material, such as 

recorded discourses in connection with the subthemes and the 2-day seminar, and interviews of 

radiation safety experts. The main target group for this anthology consists of researchers, decision 
makers and key stakeholders (such as private companies and organisations) connected with risk 

communication. 

 

The group of researchers  
The group behind this application (listed in alphabetic order below after the co-ordinator) consists of 

academicians that have in their research and in their academic functions been involved in risk 
assessments and risk communication. All researches involved have experience from on-going or 

recently performed multidisciplinary research. Listed guest-researchers have already verified their 

interest in participating in this theme. 

 
Christopher L. Rääf (coordinator), Professor in Radiation Physics, Medical Radiation 

Physics, Lund University (LU) is currently a project leader for a 4-year multidisciplinary research 
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project together with Göteborg and Örebro University involving restoration of urban areas 

contaminated by radioactive fallout. He will contribute with personal experience as a radiation expert 

and with new knowledge in the public risk perception. 
Christian Bernhardsson, Associate Professor in Radiation Physics, Medical Radiation 

Physics, LU, is currently involved in projects for assessing natural and man-made radiation exposure 

of the public, where an integral part is to communicate with various stakeholders and media. He will 
contribute with experience from such communications in Sweden and from abroad. 

Artem Biblin (invited guest researcher for sub-theme 2), is head of the laboratory for 

information and analytics at St Petersburg institute of radiation hygiene (IRH). He has personal 

experience in communicating radiation risks and is a unique contact point for several senior staff 
members who were among the first radiation experts that arrived to the Chernobyl affected areas. 

Åsa Ek, Associate Professor in Work environment, Faculty of Engineering LTH, LU, 

researches in human and organizational factors related to risk and safety management and increased 
system safety. She will contribute with knowledge on safety culture, risk perception and experience of 

risk communication in teaching. 

Kristina Eriksson-Stenström, Professor in Nuclear Physics, LU, is currently involved in 

research projects related to measurement of man-made radioactivity in the environment and 
communication of results of such studies to the public. She will contribute with experience from risk 

communication in current research and in teaching. 

Ragnar Löfstedt (invited guest researcher), Professor of Risk Management and the Director 
of King’s Centre for Risk Management, teaches and conducts research on risk communication and 

management. He will continuously provide expertise in risk communication through the theme. 

Henrik Rahm, Associate professor in Scandinavian languages at the Centre for Languages 
and Literature at LU. His research interest is language usage in different societal settings, and he will 

contribute with experiences from research on e.g. trust building in annual reports, plain language in 

elderly care and the discourse of GMO. 

Ullrika Sahlin, Associate professor in Environmental Science at the Centre of Environmental 
and Climate research at LU. She will contribute with her expertise in communicating and quantifying 

uncertainty in scientific assessments, and share her insights from working as a scientific expert at the 

European Food Safety Authority. Ullrika will facilitate interaction with stakeholders such as the 
Swedish Society for Risk Sciences (Riskkollegiet) and the Society for Risk Analysis. 

Filippa Säwe, Associate Professor, Department of service management, LU, will provide a 

specialist on social construction through discourses focusing on policy making and coexisting values. 
Through ongoing multidisciplinary research project about processing seaweed as food and consumer 

acceptance she will contribute on the perspective of risk at a micro level. 

Åsa Thelander, Associate professor in Media and communication, LU. Her research interest 

is strategic communication, and she will contribute with expertise on the communicative aspects. 
 

Outcomes    

The subthemes will result in increased understanding of the challenges for a radiation safety expert. 
Those challenges will be understood through a multidisciplinary lens implying a more integrated 

comprehension with a number of different disciplines. We will provide insights in how radiation is 

included in discourses and how different stakeholders form awareness of radiation risks.  We will 
identify tensions, frictions and challenges for science communication on a multivocal arena. We will 

identify different scientific perspectives on what the society and experts themselves consciously and 

implicitly except from a radiation expert.  

 We will extract what the aforementioned outcomes can tell about the academic expert role in 
general, by using the field of radiation safety as a case study. New insights, relevant for the academic 

community as well as for stakeholders, will be published in an anthology. The outcome beyond the 

initial subthemes will be developed into research applications. 
Finally we will by the end of this theme have established an interdisciplinary team which can 

address emerging challenges concerning radiation safety experts, and can be used to improve the 

understanding of how disciplinary knowledge can be integrated in order to comprehend the identified 

challenges for radiation safety expert, and risk experts in general.  
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